
5 SIMPLE 
TRADE 
SHOW TIPS 
FOR 
EXHIBITORS



Maybe this isn’t your first rodeo, 
or maybe this is the first time you 
are exhibiting at a trade show? Ei-
ther way, sometimes it is easy to 
get lost in the details. We wanted 

to create a simple and short guide 
that helps out the newbie and also 
keeps the veteran on point. So let’s 

dive right in.

Find the right show for your business!

Familiarize yourself with their website(s).

Create a list of goals for your trade show.

Find the right booth display.

Measure Your Results!
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Follow These 5 Steps:
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We said the tips were simple right? While on the surface this seems very 
obvious, we don’t want to understate the fact that exhibiting at a trade 
show is a big investment. 

So, making sure that you are choosing the right show for your business is 
an important step. How is this done? Well it boils down to one word with 
a lot of weight behind it: RESEARCH. There is no shortage of online re-
sources to help you out, but one of our favorites is the website 10times.  A 
social network in a way, users can create accounts and interact with up-
coming shows. The main draw of this site though, is its extensive search 
engine that allows you to find details about both local and international 
shows.

FIND THE RIGHT SHOW 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 1

Party Supplier 
Inc. 
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As a continuation of tip #1, you want to make sure that the purpose or 
vision of the trade show aligns with what you’re looking for. Is the trade 
show a product focused trade show showing new product launches, pro-
motions, and the like? Or is it a consumer trade show open to the public? 
An industry trade show for networking? So on, and so forth. 

A second major reason to familiarize yourself with the trade show’s web-
site is to make sure that you will be meeting all of that show’s require-
ments as well!

Once you have found some show(s) 
that you think align with your business, 
familiarize yourself with their website(s). 2
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This may even be a better tip #1 for you but it definitely plays with our first 
two tips. However, it is important to see an ROI in some form and to have 
it be measurable. 

Things to look for? Consider measuring the amount of leads you generate 
(for an email list or otherwise), the attendance numbers at your booth, the 
website traffic you get from the show and afterwards, social media met-
rics, number of brochures handed out, etc. Whatever it is to you, own it 
and define it, so you can measure your success.

CREATE A LIST OF GOALS 
FOR YOUR TRADE SHOW.3

Trade Show Goals

Find good leads

Attract more people to our 
booth

Get website traffic

Hand out 100 brochures
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Ah, the kicker… and our bread and butter of course… the perfect display. 

While we’re obviously biased on this one, there are a number of display 
options out there. With exhibit space costing an average of $21 per square 
foot (according to ExhibitUSA), every inch of space is valuable. Trade 
shows can vary from large to small, and exhibit setups from next to noth-
ing to the extravagant. 

However, the vast majority of trade shows are still the traditional pipe and 
drape show. So that being said (again, we’re biased) why not make the 
absolute most out of your booth space and get a custom designed back-
drop? That way you can prominently display your message on the back-
drop, and utilize that valuable floor space for selling or promoting. What-
ever you decide for your booth display though, we’re here to help.

FIND THE RIGHT 
BOOTH DISPLAY.4

Full-Color 
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Table Cover
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The tie-in with tip #3…did you meet your goals? There are a number of 
ways to go about this and if you clearly defined your goals, you are already 
on your way. 

If you want to measure sales, consider using things that are easy to mea-
sure such as specific coupon codes or website landing pages. Did you 
hand out all of your info packets to qualified leads? If you were looking for 
a straight dollars and cents ROI, Hubspot has this amazing tool on How to 
Calculate Whether That Trade Show Was Worth the Investment. The impor-
tance of this final tip can’t be overstated. It isn’t just so you know whether 
or not the one show was worth it, but it is to also find out if trade shows 
can and will be a profitable venture for your business in the future!

MEASURE 
YOUR RESULTS! 5
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